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Look at the GOP Health Care Bill The Senate could vote on the revised
healthcare bill as early as tomorrow. The bill is expected to be similar to the
House bill, which would set major rules for millions of people. ARI SHAPIRO,
HOST: The Senate could vote on the revised health care bill as early as
tomorrow. The bill is expected to be similar to the House bill, which would set
major rules for millions of people. The Senate bill, called the Better Care
Reconciliation Act, would repeal the individual mandate, which requires
Americans to have health insurance or pay a fine. That's the element of the
Affordable Care Act that most recently landed in the crosshairs of President
Trump. NPR's Rob Stein reports on the roots of the bill that could be passed
by the Senate. ROB STEIN, BYLINE: The Senate is expected to follow the
House's lead in voting along party lines today. The Senate is likely to come
back to vote on it after the presidential inauguration, possibly on Friday or
Monday at the latest. Both chambers of Congress have to pass the bill by next
Friday. (SOUNDBITE OF ARCHIVED RECORDING) GOV. JOHN KASICH: It's time.
And just do what's right for the American people. STEIN: Ohio Gov. John
Kasich has been an outspoken critic of the House plan. He has suggested that
a full repeal of Obamacare, as he terms the Affordable Care Act, would be the
best approach. (SOUNDBITE OF ARCHIVED RECORDING) KASICH: The
Democrats stood
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chance toÂ . 2019a [edX] AnthemScore for Windows and Linux. AnthemScore
is a cross-platform audio player that allows you to listen to a wide variety of

audio files that are. t2wireless - a free wifi network sharing tool. AnthemScore
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